The most widely used stable methods for numerical determination of the rank of a matrix A are the singular value decomposition and the QR algorithm with column interchanges. Here two algorithms are presented which determine rank and nullity in a numerically stable manner without using column interchanges. One algorithm makes use of the condition estimator of Cline, Moler, Stewart, and Wilkinson and relative to alternative stable algorithms is particularly efficient for sparse matrices. The second algorithm is important in the case that one wishes to test for rank and nullity while sequentially adding columns to a matrix.
INTRODUCTION
The most widely used stable methods for numerical determination of the rank or nullity of an M X N matrix A are the singular value decomposition (SVD) and the QR algorithm with column interchanges (see [S] , [17] ). The singular value decomposition is considered more precise whereas the QR algorithm with column interchanges is more efficient and in practice usually is sufficiently precise [S] . However in certain applications both algorithms are inefficient.
For example with a sparse matrix A the SVD does not take sufficient advantage of the sparsity of A and the QR algorithm with column interchanges forces an ordering of the columns based on numerical not sparsity considerations.
We will present two algorithms which determine rank and nullity in a numerically stable manner without using column interchanges in the sense that although columns are dropped the columns are not reordered. One LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLJCATIONS 74:47-71 (1986) 47 c: Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc., 1986 algorithm makes use of the condition estimator of Cline, Moler, Stewart and Wilkinson [4] and is well suited for application to large sparse matrices whose rank defects are not large. The second algorithm presented uses certain matrix inverses for condition estimates and is of importance when one wishes to test for rank and nullity while sequentially adding columns to a matrix. As we will describe later this last problem arises in certain approaches to the minimal basis problem [8, 9, 161 of engineering control theory. In this paper in Section 2 we define and discuss numerical rank and nullity as well as present essential background material. In Section 3 we present a description of our algorithms as well as their analysis in relation to singular values. In Section 4 we recommend specific implementations and prove numerical stability. Finally in Section 5 we present an example, discussion, and conclusions. Section 5 will further discuss related literature but here we might mention that Heath [15] considers sparse matrices with rank deficiencies using an approach somewhat similar to ours. As we will see our approach can be substantially more accurate in the determination of rank determination. Three norms will be used in developing our results. For x E R" these are defined by llxllz = (cx:y~ IIXIIT = CIXiL ll4L = =4lx,l).
The first of these, the usual Euclidean vector norm, will be so basic that the suffix 2 will be omitted. Each of the vector norms provides a corresponding induced matrix norm defined by llAllp = m= II AxlIp llxll (p=%l,@3), P and again the suffix 2 will be omitted.
NUMERICAL RANK AND NULLITY
As is well known, on a finite precision computer if M > N it is highly probable that no column of an M X N matrix A will be exactly linearly dependent on the other columns of A and no vector x will exactly satisfy Ax = 0. Therefore for computer calculations we need to define the numerical rank and nullity of A. We will do so with respect to a tolerance E and the Euclidean matrix norm I] 1). Although no single definition of numerical rank is best for all applications, rank determination based on singular values is very widely used and provides a point of comparison for other methods of rank determination (see [ll] ).
As we see, the following definition will lead to singular values: In order to help clarify as well as use Definition 2.1, several equivalent formulations of numerical rank and nullity are important. To describe these we first note that any M X N matrix A has a singular value decomposition A = UDV*, where ' indicates transpose, D is an M X N diagonal matrix, and U and V are, respectively, M x M and N X N orthogonal matrices. When M > N we will call the diagonal entries si < sa < . . . < sN the singular values of A. For later convenience we choose to order the singular values so that the first singular value is the smallest. When M < N we will say that A has N singular values: si = s2 = . . . = s~_,~ = 0 and the diagonal entries of A, which we order sN M+ r < . . . < sN 1 < s,\,, We have chosen to define N singular values even when M < N. This convention, although nonstandard, will substantially simplify our later description. The columns of U and of V, respectively, are termed left and right singular vectors of A. Given a vector y in Euclidean M space R", and a subspace S of R", we also define the distance between y and S by dist(y, S) = min{ 
ALGORITHMS AND COMPARISON WITH SINGULAR VALUES
In this section we wish to describe our algorithms and show that they calculate rank with a precision comparable to that of singular values without calculating singular values. The principle result of this section and we feel of the paper is a demonstration that this may be done by an algorithm based on dropping columns of a matrix A corresponding to largest magnitude components of approximate null vectors of A. As we will describe, these approximate null vectors can be determined by using the condition estimator of Cline, Moler, Stewart, and Wilkinson, by using certain matrix inverses or by other methods.
We first outline objectives to be met in an algorithm which seeks to determine the E nullity of an M x N matrix A with a reliability comparable with that achieved by the use of the singular value decomposition. and (3.5) are true, then L, = L,, and p = L, = L, = NJA) follows immediately. n
The importance of the result is the following: If our rank determination is based on approximate singular values and if (3.1) is true, then it is natural to let the estimated E nullity determined by the algorithm be p. are true and E has been chosen to lie in a gap in the singular value of A as in (3.5), then this calculated E nullity equals the E nullity based on singular values. When E is close to a singular value, so that (3.5) is not true, then the calculated E nullity may not agree with the E nullity determined by singular values. However, we do not feel that this is a serious limitation in our algorithm, since if E is not contained in a reasonable sized gap in the singular values of A, then even when singular values are used the physical interpretation of numerical E rank is unclear [ll] . Also, if (3.5) is not true, then Theorem 3.4 still provides bounds on the calculated nullity.
We would like to develop algorithms that are simple and that insure that (3.2) and (3.3) are true with y and C not large. In order to fully develop these algorithms we will describe several modifications related to the condition (3.2). The first is introduced to allow inclusion of error analysis in our development.
We will assume that ek, our k th approximate singular value, satisfies ek $ ys, + At,> k=l,...,p+l (3.6) rather than (3.2). Here AA = cuq(lAlj, where n is the relative machine precision and (Y is assumed to depend only on the dimension of A and is not large.
Furthermore, for ek < E we assume that
instead of the stronger condition ek = ~~Awkll/~~vvk~~. Of course, if A, = 0 then (3.6) and (3.7) are equivalent to our earlier conditions, and if AA f 0 then (3.6) and (3.7) lead to a theorem similar to Theorem 3.4, as we will see.
Another modification related to (3.2) is now introduced, since we will find it easiest to estimate an interior singular value sk of A by first estimating the smallest singular value sk of certain submatrices A, of A. Note the use of the superscript to distinguish sk from sk. our estimate of sk is related to sk by In our algorithm we will assume that ek
with AA as earlier. In addition let us assume that when ek < E our algorithm calculates an approximate null vector wk of the submatrix A, such that (3.9)
We will see shortly that (3.8) and (3.9) lead directly to (3.6), (3.7) and a theorem like Theorem 3.4. In the algorithm below we will assume that ek and wk satisfying (3.8) and (3.9) are available. The details of calculating ek and iyk will be discussed in the next section. To describe our algorithms we assume that a parameter E is given and that we wish to determine the E nullity p of an M x N matrix A and an E nullspace S of A. If desired, (2.7) can then be used to obtain a computed rank. We will refer to the columns of A by a,, n = 1,. . . , N. Our algorithms are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
4.
5.
ALGORITHM 1.
Let A, = A, k = 1, p = 0.
Calculate ek.
If ek < E, let p +-p + 1, detennine ti, satisfying (3.9), and let wP be an N-vector formed by expanding Ck putting zeros in elements corresponding to columns of A dropped in forming A,. Let A,, r be A, with a column dropped corresponding to a largest element in absolute value of 6, (ties may be broken arbitrarily). Let k + k + 1 and go to 2. If ek > E, stop. Let the current p be p, the calculated nullity of A, and S = span{w,, . . ,w,}.
ALGORITHM 2.
Let A, = a,, k = 1, n = 1, p = 0.
If ek < E, let p + p + 1, determine w, satisfying (3.3), and let w,, be an N-vector formed by expanding \;vk putting zeros in elements corresponding to columns of A dropped in forming A,. Let A,, r be A, with a column dropped corresponding to a largest element in absolute value of 6~~ (ties may be broken arbitrarily). Let k + k + 1 and go to 2.
If ek > e and r~ <N, then let Ak+r =(Ak,an+r), k + k + 1, n + n + 1, and go to 2.
If ek > E and n = N, stop. Let the current p be p, the calculated nullity, and S = span{w,,...,w,}.
As we will discuss in more detail later, Algorithm 1 has the advantage that the quantity ek must be determined only p + 1 times. On the other hand, the matrices A, of Algorithm 2 will generally be smaller than those of Algo rithm 1. We now have ( are trivially true, so that (3.9) implies (3.7). By successive application of the interlace theorem of Section 2, sk < sk, so that (3.6) follows immediately from (3.8). Now the proof of Theorem 3.4 is valid with minor modifications in some of the inequalities to reflect introduction of AA. q
It is important for the success of our algorithms that neither C nor y be large. We will discuss the size of y in the next section. We will now discuss C;
we assume without loss of generality that the calculated null vectors wi, i = l,..., p, are normalized so that (Jwi(Joc = 1. 
Proof.
Since in each algorithm we dropped columns of A corresponding to a largest component in absolute value of wk, it follows easily that there exists a row permutation matrix I', and a column permutation matrix P,, such that W' = P,wP, is lower trapezoid with ones on the diagonal and whose n If the calculated rank deficiency p is small and we assume that y is not large, then Theorem 3.10 and Theorem 3.11 imply that our algorithms correctly determine an E rank for E contained in a moderate sized gap in the singular values A. However, if p is not small, then the bounds in (3.5) (3.11), and (3.12) are disappointingly large. In practice, though, the bound (3.12) is not realistic. In fact the bound (3.12) appears to be similar in nature to certain other known exponential bounds in linear algebra problems-for example, the bound in the growth of elements in Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting [25] , or the bound on the error of the LINPAK condition estimator when using the QR algorithm with column interchanges [5, 17] -that in practice are never achieved.
To examine the point further, for a given N X p matrix B let P,BPL = LU be the LU decomposition of the permutation of B that is obtained by using Gaussian elimination with partial (PI, = I ) or with complete pivoting. Our matrix W' in the proof of Theorem 3.11 is of the same form as L in the above LU decomposition, that is, lower trapezoidal with unit diagonal elements and all elements of magnitude one or less. Such matrices L are known to usually be well conditioned [2, 71, that is, C +Z 2pN. To examine C experimentally we generated N x p matrices of the form W' with ones on the diagonal and elements below the diagonal chosen uniformly randomly between + 1 and -1, and we calculated an upper bound for C. Our experiments indicated that although C may be large for larger values of N when p/N is near one, for p/N not near one C was not large for a wide range of N values. For example, for p = N/4, which would correspond to a calculated nullity equal to 25% of the dimension of the domain of A, our calculated bound on C was always 65 or less for several hundred matrices W' ranging in size up to 200 X 50. The numerical experiments in the last section further our conclusion that in practice C is not large. We might add that exceptional examples exist: for example, for p >, 3 the author has constructed matrices A with p = N/2, C 2 2", and no singular values in 0 < s < 2p ~ 2~/fi, and yet with NJA) # p = NF( A)+ 1. Such matrices appear to be exceedingly rare in practice.
IMPLEMENTATIONS AND ERROR ANALYSIS
The results of Section 3 were to some extent general, and they are applicable to a variety of implementations of either algorithm. In this section we wish to provide specific natural implementations, complete the partial error analysis of Section 3, and discuss the size of y.
Implementations
of Algorithm 1 can be based on subroutines in LINPACK or, in the case of sparse matrices, other published approaches. To describe such implementations the following additions are required to our previous description of Algorithm 1:
IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM 1. 
Let

2.
As outlined below, use the LINPACK subroutine STRCO-Or, in the case of sparse matrices, its sparse matrix modification [14]--to determine an approximate null vector iy, to R, (and Ak) . Determine ek as outlined below.
3. If ek f E, let p +-p + 1 and let wP be an iv-vector formed by expanding w, putting zeros in elements corresponding to columns of A dropped in forming A,. Using the subroutine scrmx-or, for sparse matrices, a suitable modification as described below-drop the column of R, (and A,.) corresponding to the component of \;vk with largest magnitude, and retriangularize the result using Givens transformations to form R,, i. Let k 6 k + 1 and go to 2. 4. If ek > E, stop. Let the current p be p, the calculated nullity. Let S = span{w,,...,w,}.
The details of the LINPACK subroutines are available in [5] and will not be presented here except to discuss ek and wk. The LINPACK routine STRCO and its sparse variation [I41 determine a vector y such that the vector x in Rkx = y is large relative to y. The trial null vector iy, described for step 2 will be the x vector of STRCO. Also, our approximation ek will be the calculated ratio IIyll/llxll = IIyll/ll%ll~ II' IS c c a ion CJ UI t We should note that the sparse matrix algorithm [lo] of step 1 uses Givens transformations, takes strong advantage of the sparsity of A, allows use of convenient fixed data structures, and is numerically stable. For sparse (or dense) matrices in step 3 a Hessenberg matrix results after a column of R, is dropped, and as is standard [5] , this matrix can be retriangularized by applying a sequence of Givens transformation making use of any sparsity in R, [15] . For sparse matrices this updating can be done within the fixed data structure of [lo] .
To analyze the conditions (3.8) and (3.9) we note that although the author knows of no published theoretical bounds for the condition estimators of Cline, Moler, Stewart, and Wilkinson used [19] indicate that a ratio similar to ek/s( A, + E), but involving the one norm, is typically 2 and almost always 10 or less, and E is a matrix such that IIEII/IIAkll is a modest multiple of machine precision. Furthermore, since these LINPACK condition estimators, when modified appropriately, appear to work well for norms other than I( I] I To summarize these comments: To complete the discussion of Algorithm 1 we note that the primary value of the algorithm becomes apparent when comparing for sparse matrices the efficiency of Algorithm 1 with other stable methods of rank and nullity determination.
The SVD is apparently inefficient when applied to sparse matrices, since excessive fill-in occurs, and furthermore the QR algorithms with the column interchanges described in LINPACK, by Lawson and Hanson [16] , or more recently by Manteuffel [IS] do not order the columns of A on the basis of sparsity considerations, so that excessive fill-in will often result.
For our algorithm the columns of A can be preordered with preservation of sparsity as the sole basis. Subsequently columns are dropped but not otherwise reordered. Therefore, if the effort expended in steps 2 and 3 is moderate, as will usually be the case (see [14] for timings of the sparse matrix version of STRCO), and if p is not large, our Algorithm 1 will be substantially more efficient than the abovementioned alternatives. In the case of dense matrices we note without presenting the details that Algorithm 1 will be more efficient than the SVD and comparable to ( p small) or somewhat less efficient than ( p not small) SQRDC [5] with column interchanges.
Finally we should note that for dense matrices Algorithm 1 can be implemented using essentially only the computer memory required for the matrix A. For sparse matrices space is needed for fill-in in forming the triangular factors R,.
Our second algorithm could be implemented similarly to the first algorithm, using the LINPACK condition estimator to select trial 11ull vectors. However, for Algorithm 2 an alternate method is somewhat more efficient and leads to a rigorous bound for y. In our description of this implementation we will assume that the reader is familiar with Givens and Householder orthogonal transformations [25] . Algorithm 2 can be implemented with the following additions to the steps in Section 3. We restrict our attention to dense matrices, since algorithm 2 is not best suited to sparse matrices.
IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM 2. 
Note that R, will have n -p columns. If R, has no columns, let ek = Gk and go to step 4. Otherwise let 8, be the principle (n -p -1)x( n -p -1) submatrix of R,, let r be the first n -p -1 elements of the last column of R,, and let t be the (n -p)th diagonal entry in R,. 
4.
Ifek>Eandn<N,thenlet1,+,=Qk...Qla.+landletQ,+,represent the Householder transformation so that Qk+ i( R,, ci,, 1) = R, + 1 is triangular. Let Ck+i = min(gk, ek), k +-k + 1, n + n + 1, and go to 2.
5.
Perhaps the motivation of this implementation is not immediately clear. l/llR + 112, we conclude by (2.9) that in the case that no columns are dropped the tests in steps 3 and 4 involving ek would be a precise way to examine rank deficiency. That this property persists when columns are dropped and in inexact arithmetic is the content of the following theorem, whose proof is in the appendix. lf sk is the smallest singular value of A,, and if ek and Gk as in step 2 in the above algorithm are calculated on a computer with relative machine precision 9, then (3.8) is true with y = fi. Furthermore when ek < E the calculated iy, satisfies (3.9).
As shown in Section 3 and discussed earlier, this theorem implies that if E is chosen to lie in a sufficiently large, usually moderate sized gap in the singular values, then the correct nullity is calculated in exact or finite precision calculations. Algorithm 2 operates on matrices A, of column dimension usually N -p or less, whereas Algorithm 1 operates on matrices A, of up to N columns.
Thus for p large enough it can be shown that Algorithm 2 will be somewhat more efficient than 1. However, we feel that the most valuable use of Algorithm 2 will be for problems where we wish to sequentially add column vectors in a specified order until a matrix A is formed with a specified numerical nullity or rank. In this case Algorithm 1 is not appropriate but Algorithm 2 is quite natural. Suppose p is the desired specified E nullity, and suppose that the calculated E nullity is p when A has N columns. If we let c = p/N, 
I:
< n < N) is added, an update of complete SVD would require Mn' + n3 or each n) multiplications [3] , and so successive construction of complete SVDs would require an order of magnitude more operations than indicated in (4.3). Potential algorithms which update partial SVDs also appear relatively inefficient.
When adding a column, to update the QR decomposition that results from column interchanges (SQRDC [5] or HF~X [17]) also appears inefficient.
Such updating can require a complete reordering of the existing column order, and if so, apparently will be expensive. We should mention that Algorithm 2 requires some storage in addition to the storage required for A. In particular, the Householder transformation, the accepted null vectors, and the current R, can be stored in the storage area for A, but the Givens transformations in general cannot be. These may require up to N2/2 extra storage locations. Finally, in this section we would like to briefly discuss an application-the minimal basis problem [8]-of the sequential rank tests which Algorithm 2 facilitates.
This problem has many important applications in engineering control theory [8, 9, 16, 26] . Furthermore, in the approaches described in [9, 16, 26] for solving the minimal basis problem, the rank and nullity of certain matrices are tested while sequentially adding columns to the matrices. For such tests our algorithm has proven the numerical stability and precision of rank determination, whereas the algorithms used in [9, 16, 26] do not. The interested reader is referred to the references [9, 16, 26] for more details on the minimal basis problem.
EXAMPLES, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The following simple example compares various methods of determining rank and nullity and illustrates some of our results. We can now illustrate some properties of other potential methods for null space determination.
One scheme would be to accept a column of A as linearly dependent if the elements on a diagonal of the triangular portion of some QR factorization of A are smaller than some specified tolerance TOL.
For this example such a scheme would select a null space of dimension 0 or 3, both incorrect. An alternative to this idea has been suggested by Heath [15] :
if R 1 in A = QR, has a small diagonal entry, one drops the cohimn of A corresponding to the first small entry. The result is retriangularized to form R,, which is examined for small diagonal entries, repeating until some R, has no small entries. If this algorithm is performed on our A with a tolerance TOL=U2, no dependences are detected. If TOL is increased the calculated nullity will be 1 only for TOL in the narrow interval a < TOL < fia and then the null vector calculated by assuming the small diagonal entry is zero is
, and is not an u2 null vector. A third potential scheme would be to use our Algorithm 2 except that if an entering column provokes ek < TOL, then consider the last entered column the culprit and drop it rather than some prior column. Applying this scheme to our example, we obtain e,= 1, e,=u/&, es= u2/fi< u2, e, = u/a and e5 = u2/(2&) < a2, and we incorrectly select an u2 null space with 2 (almost linearly dependent) basis vectors. Finally we mention that the QR algorithm with column interchanges (SQRDC [5] or HFIX [17] ) produces an R with diagonal entries z 2, 1, &/2, and u2/fi, which do correctly reflect the nullity of A, and the column interchanges of [18] can be successfully used.
We should mention that Heath [14] notes a potential difficulty of his proposed scheme. He mentions, for example, the (in)famous example of Wilkinson [25] , which has no small diagonal entries and is ill conditioned for moderate or larger N. The above example, or more simply illustrates that the size of diagonal entries of a matrix need not correspond to the degree of ill-conditioning even for N very small. This, we presume, is the reason that Golub and Wilkinson [12] have reported "all algorithms based on search for negligible rii (diagonal entries of R) failed disastrously" in rank determinations when using QR decompositions without interchanges for certain Jordan canonical form calculations. Our algorithms are successful for the Wilkinson and other examples mentioned.
As additional tests of the accuracy of our Algorithm 1 we have run numerous numerical experiments on dense random matrices of size up to 100 x 100 formed by multiplying diagonal matrices by many (20 to 50) Householder transformations.
We display in Figure 1 a typical graph which pictures the complete singular value spectrum as calculated by SSVDC in Linpack (open rectangles) and the set of approximate singular values (asterisks) calculated by our Algorithm 1. To save space we have presented only one graph with a particular spectrum shape. However we have run hundreds of matrices from the class described above, with a large variety of spectrum shapes, and our Algorithm 1 was always similar in precision to the enclosed graph. Across the entire spectrum, for hundreds of matrices and thousands of singular values, 1 _ < (app rox. singular value k ) 6 (singular value k from SSVDC) < 9.
For smaller singular values, which are of more interest in many applications, the above ratio was typically bounded by i and 2, not 4 and 9. Our experiments were run on a CDC Cyber computer. To discuss some of the related literature we might note that our algorithms can be used to construct basic solutions for rank deficient least squares problems with nullity p, that is, to construct a solution with p zero components. This problem is discussed in [23] (without any error analysis) and in
[ 111. In [ 111 the results are based on the SVD and the QR algorithm with interchanges and therefore apparently are not best suited to sparse problems or sequential testing of rank, as discussed earlier. We should also note that there are similarities between our algorithms and the algorithms of [18]-for example, the use of ideas related to the condition estimator of Cline, Moler, Stewart, and Wilkinson [4] . However, the approaches differ in that in [18] column interchanges are explicitly required, whereas in our algorithms they are not.
An important potential use of our results is to aid in solving rank deficient sparse least squares problems. Our implementation of Algorithm 2 described in Section 4 could be used in least squares problems in a manner similar to the use of the rank determination procedure of Heath mentioned above (see [ 151) .
Work on numerical testing of such an implementation of our algorithm is being planned. This implementation will be based on the least squares algorithm of George and Heath [lo] , which apparently is a very good sparse least squares algorithm. However, it is important to note that the ideas discussed in Section 3 are largely implementation independent. It is therefore likely that Algorithm 1 of Section 3 can be successfully used in conjunction with, for example, the method of Peters and Wilkinson [22] (see Bjork and Duff [l] ), the normal equations approach or with as yet undeveloped methods. Also there is potential for use with iterative methods such as the method in [21] . What is required is the ability to identify the largest components of approximate null vectors and to drop columns from the problem-nothing more.
It is interesting to note that our Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively, appear to involve concepts similar to the methods of backwards [6] and stepwise [6, 201 regression in statistics. However the criteria for selecting columns to drop are different in our and the statistical approaches. Finally, we repeat that our algorithms require a usually moderate sized gap in the singular values in order to correctly determine the rank of A. However, we do not feel that this is a serious limitation, because if there is no such gap then the physical interpretation of numerical rank is unclear.
To summarize our results, we have presented two stable algorithms that do not require column interchanges for determining the rank and nullity of a matrix. Potential applications to sparse matrix rank determination and rank determination when sequentially adding columns have been discussed.
APPENDIX. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2
First we should note that our notation and subscripts will probably be clearer if the reader considers them in relation to a simple example-perhaps Example 5.1. For notational convenience let us examine this theorem for k=k* sothatwecanlet k(k=1,2,..., k*) be a variable as in the algorithm description. Also we will assume that M, the number of rows of A, is greater than or equal to N, the number of columns of A. This may be done without loss of generality for our proof, simply by adding zero rows to A when
M < N.
We begin by assuming that the algorithm is run in inexact arithmetic. To distinguish the inexact arithmetic values from certain exact arithmetic values to be defined later, we will place dots over inexact arithmetic values that would be floating point numbers in a computer implementation.
In this notation we wish to prove that if sk' is the smallest singular value of A,, (where A,. is the submatrix of A defined below), then and that if g,, < E then (A.11 (A.2) where A, = orl[IAI/. Equation (A.2) is only the right half of the condition (3.9). We will not prove the left half of (3.9) here, since it is not needed in order to reach any of the conclusions of Section 3 or 4. For simplicity of notation we will drop the superscript k* when we refer to sk* so that s = ,sk* below. Now for the algorithm run in inexact arithmetic let nk and ok, k = 1,2,..., k*, be the values of n and p at the kth entry in step 2, and furthermore, for convenience, let n* = nk* and p* 3 pk*. Thus when k = k*, Note that i, < j, + 1, j,, -1 < j,,, and that nk = k, -p, p=o,..., p* -1. For Example 5.1 we would have for k* = 5: n* ="4; p* = 1; nl= 1, n2= 2, n,=3, n,=3, n,= 4; pl=pz=prx=O, p4=p5= 1; k,,=3, k, = 6; j, = 2, j, = 3; i,, = 1. Now consider the matrix A, and note that by an arbitrarily small perturbation of A we can form a matrix A' such that A' has no exact column dependences.
To be specific assume that lIA'-AlI < nIlAll. In the following for 1 < k < k * we will let A; and A,, respectively, be formed by removing the same columns of A' and A as were removed in forming A, from A. Otherwise, unless explicitly indicated otherwise, all our notation without dots for real number quantities will refer to exact arithmetic application of our algorithm to A' in the following manner: enter step 3 only when k = k,, p=o >...1 p* -1, and then in step 3 drop column i, of Rkp, where k, and i, are the integer quantities determined by the inexact arithmetic algorithm. Therefore all the integer parameters (nk, pk, n*, p*, k,, k*, jp, and iP) defined above will be unchanged. Now define c, = cc, and for k = 1,2,. . . , k* define ck = Itl/lltikll, where t and w, are as defined in step 2 of the algorithm. Note that w, necessarily exists and that ck # 0 by our assumption on the column independence of A'.
Furthermore, by the logic of our algorithm it follows easily that ek = min h E s, cl, and Ek = min,, Es c,,, where Sk=(h:l<h,<k, h/k,, p= 0 ,..., ~~-1, hinteger}andS*L={h:O<h<k-1, h+k,,p=O ,..., ~~-1, h integer}. Note that S, and S, contain nk members, since a member of S, is added every time step 4 is entered.
It is of use to relate the above ck's to the columns of T,-I, p = 0, 1, . . . , p*.
However, by our assumption on A', T,-1 will exist, and furthermore it follows easily from the constructions of step 2 that for k E Sk*, Gk/t is the first nk -pk entries in column nk -pk of Tp, I. That is, if for 1~ k < k * we have d, = l/c, = llwk/tll, then for k E Sk., d, is the norm of the (nk -pk)th column of Tp, ', and for 1 < k < k*, B, = l/max/, + d,, and ek = I/max,, Es, d,,. For later convenience we also define &k* + 1 = ek*.
To show that 6, and ek are related to the singular values of A,, we define PO', for p = 0,. . . , p* -1, to be the j, X j, column permutation matrix that moves the i&h column of a matrix to the last column and moves columns We now, for p E {l,.. ., p* }, define tip, to be a j, X j, diagonal matrix with l's on the diagonal from positions j, _ 1 to j, ("I, is a zero matrix if j,<j,~,),andW,tobeaj,xj,_, matrix with l's on its diagonal. Next, for some pE {l,..., p* } let xP be a vector with j, components. Since we are using subscripts currently to indicate different vectors and matrices, we will use the notation ( where s is the smallest singular value of A,,.
Now to show (A.l) let us assume that the minimum cII, h E S,,, occurs at h = k, so that ek+ = ck = l/d,. $so recall the convention used in the proof that in step 2 of the algorithm R,, fik, k, i, i, and kk are inexact arithmetic values when the algorithm is applied to A, and Rk, R k, r, t, x, and wk are corresponding v$ues resulting from using exact arithmetic and A'. Since the construction of R, involves the application of a sequence of Householder and Given transformations to certain columns of A, since (1 A' -A]( =S n ]I A I], and due to properties of triangular matrices, it follows from standard results [24] that for the calculated vector P a matrix E, exists with (Rk + E,)i = r in 
